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Abstract: The chemical and structural diversity of minerals containing sulfur as an essential mineral-forming element has been analyzed in terms of the concept of mineral systems and the information-based structural and chemical complexity parameters. The study employs data for 1118 sulfur mineral species approved by the International Mineralogical Association. All known sulfur minerals belong to nine mineral systems, with the number of essential components ranging from one to nine. The chemical and structural complexity of S minerals correlate with each other; that is, on average, chemical complexification results in structural complexification. The minerals with S–O bonds (sulfates and sulfites) are more complex than those without S–O bonds (sulfides and sulfosalts). However, the most complex sulfur mineral known so far is incomsartorite, Tl6Pb144As246S516, a sulfosalt. The complexity-generating mechanism in sulfides and sulfosalts is the complex combination of different modules excised from parent PbS or SnS archetypes with the subsequent formation of superstructures. The drivers for structural complexity in sulfates are more diverse and, in addition to modular construction and superstructures, also include a high hydration state, the presence of polyatomic clusters, and framework complexity. The most complex Martian minerals are most probably halotrichite-group minerals. The chemical and structural complexity increases with the passage of geological time with the formation of the most complex sulfosalts at Lengenbach (Swiss Alps) triggered by life (activity of sulfur-reducing bacteria).
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1. Introduction

Sulfur is the tenth most abundant element in the Solar system [1] and the thirteenth in the Earth’s continental crust [2]. The global sulfur cycle is of primary biogeochemical importance due to the biological role of S as a component of proteins. Sulfur is a highly reactive element that may form ions with different oxidation states: S2- in sulfides, S0 in elementary sulfur, S4+ in sulfites, and S6+ in sulfates. Metal sulfides are essential raw materials for modern industry and have long been considered important ore minerals [3]. The oxidation of sulfides under environmental conditions results in the formation of sulfates, which are important components of acid mine drainage solutions. On the other hand, the reduction of sulfates (e.g., in marine sediments) by microorganisms results in the formation of sulfides, with pyrite being the most important species. The renewed interest in sulfates and sulfur minerals, in general, is due to the remote sensing discovery of sulfates on Mars [4–6] that resulted in a large number of studies on their composition, structure, stability, and abundance under different thermodynamic conditions [7–20], etc.
Synthetic analogues of sulfide minerals are known as important high-tech materials (for instance, kesterite-type compounds are used in solar cell technologies [21,22], etc.). Sulfur mineralogy is a mature field of science, with two voluminous review collections being published by the Mineralogical Society of America [23,24]. The crystal chemistry of sulfides and sulfates has been reviewed by Makovicky [25] and Hawthorne et al. [26], respectively.

Sulfur minerals constitute 20.5% of the total number of mineral species. In general, mineral abundances in the Earth’s crust are proportional to atomic ones. At the same time, for a number of elements, there is a sharp discrepancy between mineral and atomic abundances in the Earth’s crust. Such elements include sulfur, the atomic abundance in the Earth’s crust of which differs sharply from ones of aluminum (227 and 63,400 ppm, respectively), whereas the mineral abundances of these elements are approximately equal (20.50 and 19.39%, respectively). There are many reasons for such inconsistencies, and apparently, with the generally positive trend of increasing the number of mineral species of an element with an increase in its atomic abundance, there are a number of factors complicating this dependence for a number of elements [27].

There are 1118 sulfur-containing mineral species presently approved by the International Mineralogical Association (IMA) [28]. About half of known S minerals (529) are sulfides and sulfosalts. In most of the oxygen-bearing species, S occurs as S⁰ and/or S⁶⁺ cations. Natural sulfites are unstable under oxidizing conditions and transform into sulfates, which explains the rarity of sulfites in nature. In nature, the vast majority of sulfur oxysalts are sulfates, whereas sulfites are very rare (around seven mineral species only). The reverse pattern is observed for Se oxysalts, for which 5 selenates, 1 selenite–selenate, and 40 selenite minerals have been found in nature. The observed difference can be explained by the fact that the reduced forms of Se acids are more stable at higher Eh values than the corresponding forms of S acids [29,30].

The recent developments in evolutionary mineralogy [31–39] led to a refreshing view of the behavior of minerals and mineral-forming environments in the history of the Universe and the Earth in particular. The special part of this endeavor is the study of mineral ecology as a science of mineral diversity and distribution. One of the interesting aspects of this direction of mineralogy is the investigation of the chemical and structural complexity of minerals and their evolution in the course of geological time. Within this approach, minerals are considered ‘ideal’ crystals with idealized chemical compositions established by the International Mineralogical Association [28]. The application of information-theoretic measures [40–44] allows us to assign to each mineral some unique complexity characteristics (in binary units) that can be further exploited in mineral informatics research using modern digital technologies [45–47]. The information-based complexity characteristics have been applied to the investigations of boron [48,49], selenium [50], and tellurium [51] minerals. The aim of the current study is to provide an overview of the chemical and structural complexities of sulfur minerals in general and to perform a comparative analysis of the complexity of sulfides and sulfates (including sulfites) as mineral species containing sulfur in reduced and oxidized forms, respectively.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Mineral Systems

In accordance with the previous studies [52,53], any mineral species can be assigned to a mineral system according to the number of species-defining elements in its chemical formula approved by the IMA in agreement with the current rules for the definition of a new mineral species [54–60]. The chemical formulae of S minerals used to compose mineral systems are taken from V. Krivovichev [61] and the list of IMA-approved mineral species [28]. We identified the mineral system for each sulfur mineral according to its species-defining elements; e.g., for lorandite, TiAsS₃, the system is the three-component SAsTl one. Only species-defining elements are taken into account, whereas other isomorphous components are ignored, even geochemically important ones [52,53]. A chemical system
is identified in accordance with the thermochemical sequence of chemical elements [52,61,62]. For example, tatarinovite Ca₃Al(SO₄)(B(OH)₄)(OH)₉·12H₂O, belongs to the system OHBSAlCa, while selenopolybasite CuAg₆Ag₉Sb₂S₉Se₂, belongs to the system SSeSbCuAg.

2.2. Chemical and Structural Complexities

To quantify the chemical and structural complexities of sulfur minerals, 1118 pieces of chemical composition data and 941 data sets on crystal structure were reviewed. The level of structural complexity per atom (\(strIG\)) and per unit cell (\(strIG,\text{total}\)) [40–44] were calculated using the following equations:

\[
strIG = -\sum_{i=1}^{k} p_i \log_2 p_i \text{ (bit/atom)},
\]

\[
strIG,\text{total} = -v \sum_{i=1}^{k} p_i \log_2 p_i \text{ (bit/cell)},
\]

where \(k\) is the number of different crystallographic orbits (Wyckoff sites) in the structure and \(p_i\) is the random choice probability for an atom from the \(i\)th crystallographic orbit, that is:

\[
p_i = m_i/v,
\]

where \(m_i\) is a multiplicity of a crystallographic orbit (i.e., the number of atoms of a specific Wyckoff site in the reduced unit cell) and \(v\) is the total number of atoms in the reduced unit cell.

For several hydrated sulfur minerals, the H sites have not been determined experimentally, and the H-correction procedure has been applied [63]. The structure complexity calculations have been performed using the TOPOS program package [64].

The chemical complexities of sulfur minerals have been evaluated by calculating the amount of chemical information per atom (\(chemIG\)) and per formula unit, f.u. (\(chemIG,\text{total}\)). The chemical information was calculated as follows [65]:

\[
chemIG = -\sum_{i=1}^{k} p_i \log_2 p_i \text{ (bit/atom)}
\]

\[
chemIG,\text{total} = -e \sum_{i=1}^{k} p_i \log_2 p_i \text{ (bit/cell)}
\]

where \(k\) is the number of species-defining chemical elements, and \(p_i\) is the random choice probability for an atom of the \(i\)th element, that is:

\[
p_i = c_i/e
\]

where \(e\) is the total number of species-defining elements in the chemical formula:

\[
e = \sum_{i=1}^{k} c_i
\]

For the calculations of chemical complexities, the ideal chemical formulas of minerals were used.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Distribution of S Minerals in Accordance with the Number of Species-Defining Elements

Similarly to the selenium and tellurium minerals [50,51], we divided sulfur minerals into two groups based on their crystal–chemical features: without S–O bonds (sulfides and sulfosalts) and those containing S–O bonds (sulfites and sulfates). The notion about the presence or absence of the S–O bonds is essential since there are several sulfosalts (or oxy sulfosalts) such as chovanite, Pb₁₅₋₂Sb₁₄₋₂S₉O₄ (\(x\approx0.2\)), and meerschautite, Ag₁₂Pb₈Sb₁₀S₂₂O₂₇, that contain O²⁻ anions not bonded to S.

The distribution of all sulfur minerals versus the number of species-defining elements, \(N\), is close to normal (Table 1; Figure 1a). The value of \(N\) in all sulfur minerals varies from one to nine. All sulfur minerals containing seven or more species-defining elements
were found to be O-bearing. The largest number of minerals was found to consist of four and five species-defining elements (337 and 303 minerals, respectively). The distributions of sulfur minerals within the reduced and oxidized groups depending on the number of species-defining elements, \( N \), are also normal (Table 1; Figure 1b). The arithmetic mean of species-defining elements in reduced S minerals is significantly lower (\( \bar{X} = 3.43; \sigma_X = 0.041 \)) than in oxidized minerals (\( \bar{X} = 5.07; \sigma_X = 0.045 \)). According to the Student’s test, the differences in the number of species-forming elements for both groups of S minerals are statistically significant (the confidence level is more than 99.99%).

**Table 1.** The mineral systems of sulfur minerals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( N )</th>
<th>Minerals without S–O Bonds (( S^2, S^0 ))</th>
<th>Minerals with S–O Bonds (( S^+, S^{2+} ))</th>
<th>All S Minerals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( m_i )</td>
<td>( p_i )</td>
<td>( m_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>37.62</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>33.46</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>11.53</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>589</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \( N \)—the number of the species-defining elements; \( m \)—the number of mineral species; \( p_i = (m_i/\sum_{i=1}^{N_6} m_i) \cdot 100 \)—probability, %.
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**Figure 1.** Distribution of sulfur minerals among mineral systems based on the number of the species-defining elements (\( N \)): (a) all S minerals, (b) S minerals without S–O bonds (1, solid line), and S minerals with S–O bonds (2, dashed line).

### 3.2. Chemical and Structural Complexities of Sulfur Minerals

The information-based complexity parameters of sulfur minerals belonging to different mineral systems (or corresponding to the number \( N \) of species-defining chemical elements) were calculated according to Equations (1)–(7). The average chemical and structural complexities of minerals and associated statistical parameters are given in Table 2. The dependencies of different complexities from the value of \( N \) were approximated by the following linear functions (Figure 2):

\[
chem_{IC} = 0.436 + 0.217 N \quad (R = 0.881; \ p = 0.002)
\]
\[ \text{str} I_G = 1.736 + 0.374 N \ (R = 0.877; \ p = 0.002) \tag{9} \]

\[ \text{chem} I_G, \text{total} = -59.837 + 28.579 N \ (R = 0.973; \ p = 4E^{-5}) \tag{10} \]

\[ \text{str} I_G, \text{total} = -96.383 + 107.87 N \ (R = 0.897; \ p = 0.001) \tag{11} \]

Figure 2. Dependencies of chemical and structural complexities of sulfur minerals on the number of species-defining chemical elements (\(N\)): the complexity per atom (\(a\)) and per unit cell or formula unit (\(b\)).

The data indicate the existence of statistically significant (a confidence level of more than 99%) and positive relationships (\(R\)) between the chemical and structural complexities of S minerals and the number of species-defining chemical elements in their mineral formula, which was also observed for all mineral species in general [65].

Table 2. Chemical and structural complexities of sulfur minerals according to the number of species-defining chemical elements (\(N\)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(N)</th>
<th>(m)</th>
<th>(\text{chem} I_G ) [bit/atom]</th>
<th>(\text{chem} I_G ) [bit/f.u.]</th>
<th>(\text{str} I_G ) [bit/atom]</th>
<th>(\text{str} I_G ) [bit/cell]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.195</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>94.69</td>
<td>66.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>1.420</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>17.89</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>1.591</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>52.02</td>
<td>3.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>1.752</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>79.87</td>
<td>4.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1.780</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>107.64</td>
<td>7.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.981</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>162.96</td>
<td>18.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.170</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>138.35</td>
<td>18.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.026</td>
<td>0.21272</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(m\) = number of minerals taken into account; \(\bar{X}\) = arithmetic mean; \(\sigma_{\bar{X}}\) = standard error of arithmetic mean.

The minerals containing no S–O bonds usually form under reducing conditions in endogenous geological formations, whereas sulfites and sulfates based upon SO\(_n\) groups (\(n = 3, 4\)) crystallize in oxidizing near-surface environments, both on Earth and Mars. The comparative study of complexity parameters for these two groups of minerals (Table 3) shows that the average arithmetic values of structural and chemical complexities for minerals
with reduced forms of sulfur (S\(_0\), S\(^{2-}\)) are significantly lower than for those containing S\(^{2-}\) and S\(^{6-}\) cations. The Student’s t-test [66] shows that the differences are statistically significant.

Table 3. Average structural and chemical complexities of two groups of sulfur minerals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity Parameters</th>
<th>Without S–O bonds</th>
<th>With S–O bonds</th>
<th>Student’s t-Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chem(I_C) [bit/atom]</td>
<td>(m_i) (\bar{X}) (\sigma_X)</td>
<td>(m_i) (\bar{X}) (\sigma_X)</td>
<td>(t) (p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>str(I_C) [bit/atom]</td>
<td>529 1.48 0.01</td>
<td>589 1.67 0.01</td>
<td>13.42 &lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chem(I_G) [Total] [bit/f.u.]</td>
<td>419 2.88 0.07</td>
<td>522 4.12 0.05</td>
<td>14.42 &lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>str(I_G) [Total] [bit/cell]</td>
<td>419 39.98 2.63</td>
<td>589 75.24 3.03</td>
<td>8.79 &lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>str(I_G) [Total] [bit/cell]</td>
<td>419 197.64 15.6</td>
<td>522 460.99 25.46</td>
<td>8.82 &lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(m_i\) = number of minerals taken into account; \(\bar{X}\) = arithmetic mean; \(\sigma_X\) = standard error of the arithmetic mean; \(p\) = probability value or \(p\)-value.

3.3. Structural Complexity of Sulfur Minerals: Statistics and Mechanisms

The crystal–chemical features and building principles of sulfur minerals strongly depend upon the oxidation state of S, which prompts us to consider the two groups of minerals (with S\(^{2-}\) anions and with S\(^{6-}\) and S\(^{2-}\) cations) separately. Indeed, as could be seen from the reviews on the crystal chemistry of sulfides [25] and sulfates [26], the structural organization principles in these two groups are dramatically different. One would expect that the complexity-generation mechanisms would also be different. S. Krivovichev et al. [44] and S. Krivovichev [67] outlined the following crystal–chemical factors that lead to the origin of high complexity in minerals: (i) the presence in the crystal structure of large polyatomic clusters (sometimes of the nanoscale size) that are thought to exist in natural environments prior to their self-assembly and crystallization of respective minerals; (ii) high hydration state in crystal structures of minerals with complex heteropolyhedral units; (iii) formation of superstructures of otherwise simple structure types; and (iv) multi-modular construction formed as a combination of modules extracted from different archetype structures. In the next sections, we consider the most structurally complex minerals in sulfosalts and sulfides, on the one hand, and in sulfates and sulfites, on the other hand, in order to reveal basic mechanisms governing the formation of complex structures in both groups of minerals.

3.3.1. Sulfides and Sulfosalts

Table 4 provides a list of the ten most structurally complex sulfides and sulfosalts. Among the minerals listed, the only sulfide sensu stricto is djurleite, Cu\(_{10}\)S\(_{16}\), the mineral usually found in secondary enrichment zones of copper deposits [68,69]. Its crystal structure [70] is monoclinic and is a defect derivative of high-chalcocite. The latter is hexagonal, \(P6_3/mmc\), and is based upon hexagonal close packing by S\(^{2-}\) anions with interstices filled by Cu atoms. The arrangement of Cu atoms is highly disordered, with occupancies in the range from 0.05 to 0.52, according to the latest crystal structure refinement [71]. The coordination numbers for the Cu sites vary from two (linear coordination) to six (octahedral coordination). In contrast to the crystal structure of high-chalcocite that contains one S site, the crystal structure of djurleite contains 32 independent S positions and 62 fully occupied Cu sites, from which 52 form triangular groups, 9 reside in tetrahedral cavities and 1 has a linear twofold coordination [70]. The recent studies [72] indicated that the situation is probably even more complex, with deficiency observed for some Cu sites and splitting detected for eight Cu sites so that the crystal–chemical formula for the mineral should be written as Cu\(_{13}\)SiS\(_{16}\). Taking into account the presence of disordered Cu sites, the structural complexity parameters for high-chalcocite are 2.413 bit/atom and 53.088 bit/cell, which can be compared to those of djurleite according to the data reported by Evans [70]: 6.555 bit/atom and 2464.525 bit/cell. Thus, the relation between the total complexity of the superstructure (djurleite) and the substructure (chalcocite) is more than 46 times. The relations between the unit cells of djurleite and chalcocite have been outlined by Evans [70].
With the exception of djurleite, all other minerals listed in Table 4 are sulfosalts. Their extreme and unique complexity has been the subject of a number of reviews, which strongly outline modularity as a basic structure-building principle [73–77]. Indeed, all the sulfosalts mentioned in Table 4 can be described as based upon modules excised from the parent (aristotype) structures of galena, PbS, or its distorted derivative herzenbergite, SnS.

Table 4. Ten most structurally complex sulfosalts minerals and their information-based complexity parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mineral Name</th>
<th>Chemical Formula</th>
<th>Space Group</th>
<th>$v$ [Atoms]</th>
<th>$\mu I_c$ [Bit/atom]</th>
<th>$\mu I_{c,total}$ [Bit/cell]</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incomsartorite</td>
<td>Tl$<em>2$Pb$</em>{44}$As$<em>{24}$S$</em>{516}$</td>
<td>$P2_1/n$</td>
<td>924</td>
<td>7.852</td>
<td>7255.016</td>
<td>[78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chovanite 8 Å</td>
<td>Pb$<em>{15-2}$Sb$</em>{14-2}$S$_{0}$O$_3$ (x~0.2)</td>
<td>$P2_1/c$</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>7.033</td>
<td>3685.514</td>
<td>[79,80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meerschautite</td>
<td>Ag$_2$Pb$_4$Sb$<em>5$S$</em>{24}$O</td>
<td>$P2_1$</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>7.693</td>
<td>3185.104</td>
<td>[81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentoliveingite</td>
<td>Ag$<em>{3+x}$Pb$</em>{36-2}$As$<em>{51-2}$S$</em>{112}$</td>
<td>$P1$</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>7.644</td>
<td>3057.542</td>
<td>[82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasterryite</td>
<td>Ag$<em>{x}$Pb$</em>{10}$Sb$<em>{2}$As$</em>{5}$S$_{29}$</td>
<td>$P2_1/c$</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>6.728</td>
<td>2852.638</td>
<td>[83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterryite</td>
<td>Cu$<em>{x}$Ag$</em>{x}$Pb$_2$Sb$_2$(As)$<em>2$S$</em>{56}$</td>
<td>$P2_1/n$</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>6.728</td>
<td>2852.638</td>
<td>[83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djurleite</td>
<td>Cu$<em>{x}$S$</em>{56}$</td>
<td>$P2_1/c$</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>6.555</td>
<td>2464.525</td>
<td>[70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hendekasartorite</td>
<td>Tl$<em>2$Pb$<em>8$As$</em>{50}$S$</em>{172}$</td>
<td>$P2_1/c$</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>6.248</td>
<td>1899.370</td>
<td>[84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalnegroite</td>
<td>Tl$<em>2$Pb$<em>2$As$</em>{2}$S$</em>{34}$</td>
<td>$P1$</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>7.907</td>
<td>1897.654</td>
<td>[85,86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannizzarite</td>
<td>Pb$_x$Bi$<em>1$S$</em>{53}$</td>
<td>$P2_1/m$</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>6.883</td>
<td>1624.304</td>
<td>[87,88]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the ten minerals in Table 4, three (incomsartorite, hendekasartorite, and argentoliveingite) belong to the sartorite homologous series as defined by Makovicky [73]. The series consists of structures formed by slices of an SnS archetype structure (two atomic layers thick), cut and glide-plane-twinned along the (301)$_{hod}$ plane [77]. The ribbons cut out from the two-atom-thick SnS slices are either three or four-cation coordination polyhedra wide and are denoted as 3 and 4, respectively. Incomsartorite and hendekasartorite [78,84] belong to the 3,3 combinations of ribbons, i.e., are based upon ribbons of the same width. Together with enneasartorite [89,90] and decatriasartorite [90], these two minerals form the anion-omission derivative (AOD) series. The parent archetype structure for this series is the ideal structure of PbAs$_3$S$_7$ that was reported by Iitaka and Nowacki [91] as a subcell of “sartorite”. The members of the AOD series are obtained by modification of this parent structure through atomic substitutions and omissions discussed in detail in [90]. The complexity parameters for the parent structure are $v = 28$ atoms; $I_c = 2.807$ bit/atom; $I_{c,total} = 78.606$ bit/cell. Thus, the chemical and structural modification of the parent structure in incomsartorite results in the increase of structural information by almost two orders of magnitude. It is important to emphasize that, despite the overall lower complexity of the reduced S minerals relative to the oxidized ones (Table 3), the most complex S mineral is the sulfosalts incomsartorite Tl$_2$Pb$_{44}$As$_{24}$S$_{516}$ with 7255 bit/cell. It should be mentioned, however, that the crystal structure of this mineral is incommensurate (hence the prefix “incom-”), and the unit-cell parameters reported in the original study by Topa et al. [78] are for the approximant phase (i.e., the crystal structure that “approximates” the atomic structure of the incommensurate phase). The total structural information content for another member of the AOD series, hendekasartorite, Tl$_2$Pb$_8$As$_{50}$S$_{172}$, is 1899.370 bit/cell, which is more than 24 times higher than that for the ideal parent structure.

Argentoliveingite, Ag$_{3+x}$Pb$_{36-2}$As$_{51-2}$S$_{112}$, is another member of the sartorite homologous series but is not a member of the AOD series based upon 3 ribbons. Instead, in its structure, the alternation of layers of 3 and 4 ribbons is observed with the sequence ...444344434... consisting of twelve layers stacked along the $c$ parameter of ~138 Å. Topa et al. [82] showed that the structure of argentoliveingite is a superstructure relative to the imaginary substructure of the hypothetical monoclinic or triclinic “IL” phase with six layers per unit cell and the $c$ parameter of ~69 Å. The structural complexity of this parent phase would be at least two times lower than that of argentoliveingite (3057.042...
bit/cell), i.e., about 1500 bit/cell. This value would still qualify the “IL” phase as very complex (>1000 bit/cell [41]). Thus, the origin of complexity in argentolivengeite is the result of the combination of two factors: the unusual sequence of structural modules (343444) and the chemical and structural modification that leads to the doubling of the $c$ parameter and formation of a superstructure.

Chovanite, $\text{Pb}_{15-2x}\text{Sb}_{1+2x}\text{S}_{32} \text{O}_8$ ($x \sim 0.2$), is a rare oxysulfosalt originally described from Low Tatra Mountains, Slovakia, by Topa et al. [79]. The mineral was described as monoclinic, $\text{C}2\text{Im}, a = 48.189(48), b = 4.1104(40), c = 34.235(35) \text{Å}, \beta = 106.059(15)^\circ$, and $V = 6517(11) \text{Å}^3$. The calculation of structural complexity parameters for the original structure model provides $v = 132$ atoms, $I_c = 6.044$ bit/atom, and $I_{c,\text{total}} = 797.860$ bit/cell, which characterizes the mineral as structurally complex (500–1000 bit/cell [41]). Later, Biagioni and Moëlo [80] described two new occurrences of chovanite in the Apuan Alps, Italy. In particular, they discovered a variety of chovanite (“chovanite 8 Å”) with the doubled $b$ parameter and the monoclinic space group $\text{P}2_1/c$ ($a = 34.052(3), b = 8.2027(7), c = 48.078(4) \text{Å}, \beta = 106.258(4)^\circ$, and $V = 12891.9(19) \text{Å}^3$). The doubling of the $b$ unit-cell parameter and the change of the unit-cell centering type from $b$ to $P$ results in the four-times increase of the reduced unit-cell volume and the ~ 4.6-fold increase of the amount of total structural information to 3685.514 bit/cell. Thus, the high complexity of chovanite 8 Å is a consequence of chemical and structural modification of the original complex structure formed by the combination of three different types of modules identified by Topa et al. [79] as walls, partitions, and boxwork in-fills (see original study for details).

Meerschautite, sterryite, and parasterryite are three very complex minerals (Table 4) that have been considered expanded derivatives of owyheeite, $\text{Ag}_3\text{Pb}_8\text{Sb}_6\text{S}_{32}$ [92]. The crystal structure of the latter mineral was determined by Laufek et al. [93] as a substructure with the 4 Å parameter along the direction of the SnS-like ribbons. The structural model corresponds to an intermediately complex structure with 488.846 bit/cell. The recent re-determination of the crystal structure of owyheeite with the 8 Å parameter [94] resulted in the structure model with 1185.691 bit/cell (more than a twofold increase). The structure models for meerschautite, sterryite, and parasterryite have been determined for the unit cells with ~8 Å parameters, i.e., they all have parent substructures with unit-cell volumes twice as smaller as those reported for real minerals. The transition from the owyheeite structure to the structures of meerschautite, sterryite, and parasterryite corresponds to some complexification of the former by the insertion of additional ribbons (“arms”) to the original pseudotrigonal columns [95]. This topological modification (expansion) results in the formation of very complex topologies, which, however, have ~4 Å substructures with at least twice as smaller structural information. Therefore, as in the case of chovanite, the origin of complexity in meerschautite, sterryite, and parasterryite is due to the combination of complex modular arrangements and superstructure resulting from chemical and structural modification of the underlying topology.

The crystal structure of dalnegroite, $\text{Tl}_3\text{Pb}_2\text{As}_2\text{S}_{34}$, was characterized by Bindi et al. [86] as a “masterpiece of structural complexity”. Indeed, with 1897.654 bit/cell, it is the ninth structurally complex sulfosalt known to date. The crystal structure is based upon the slabs of two types, derived from the PbS and SnS archetypes, and is a $1 \times 1 \times 2$ superstructure with respect to chabournéite, $\text{Tl}_2\text{Sb}_{3.96}\text{As}_{4.11}\text{S}_{32}$ [96]. The crystal structure of the latter can be regarded as complex: $v = 120$ atoms; $I_c = 5.907$ bit/atom; $I_{c,\text{total}} = 708.827$ bit/cell. The formation of the superstructure is due to some chemical and structural modifications of the already complex substructure and the resulting decrease of symmetry from centro-symmetric to a non-centrosymmetric triclinic group.

Topa et al. [87] suggested considering cannizzarite not as a single mineral but as a variable-fit homologous series of closely related phases. However, at present, the IMA lists cannizzarite as a phase with the well-defined composition $\text{Pb}_{8}\text{Bi}_{8}\text{S}_{30}$ [28]. The crystal structure of the mineral contains two layers, denoted as Q and H. The Q layers are pseudo-tetragonal and have the $(\text{Pb},\text{Bi})(\text{S},\text{Se})$ composition, whereas the H layers are pseudo-hexagonal and have the formula $(\text{Pb},\text{Bi})(\text{S},\text{Se})_3$. The layers are commensurate in one direction.
and incommensurate (non-fit) in the perpendicular direction, which results in one extensive unit-cell parameter. There are several phases where the match between the layers is achieved, with the 3H:5Q and 7H:12Q members considered to be terminal [87]. The 3H:5Q notation means that there is a match between the three parameters of the H layer and the five parameters of the Q layer. The structural information of 1624.304 bit/cell reported in Table 4 is observed for the 7H:12Q canizzarite, for which the crystal-structure data were reported by Topa et al. [87]. The natural 3H:5Q canizzarite was investigated by Borisov et al. [88] on the material from Kudryaviy volcano, Iturup Island, Kurily Archipelago, Russia. The structural complexity of this mineral is much smaller: \( v = 50 \) atoms; \( I_C = 4.644 \) bit/atom; \( I_{C,\text{total}} = 232.193 \) bit/cell. On the other hand, Matzat [97] reported on the crystal structure of synthetic canizzarite with the formula \( \text{Pb}_4\text{Bi}_3\text{S}_{127} \) with a total structural information of 3553.253 bit/cell and a unit-cell parameter of 189.8 Å. Thus, the high structural complexity of canizzarite is due to the misfit between two layered modules, which, in some cases, may produce exceptionally large unit cells and, as a consequence, high structural information.

The examples of very complex crystal structures of minerals containing \( S^2^- \) ions considered above indicate that complexity-generating mechanisms in sulfosalts and sulfides involve three basic mechanisms: (a) the complex combination of variable modules produces complex structural arrangements (200–1500 bit/cell); (b) the chemical and structural modifications of already complex structures result in the formation of very complex superstructures; and (c) the misfit between different modules may give rise to the formation of long-range-ordered superstructures (as observed in canizzarite).

### 3.3.2. Sulfates

Table 5 provides the list of the 10 most structurally complex sulfate minerals, together with their complexity parameters. The presence of oxygen as one of the principal mineral-forming constituents (in oxyarsenates, it is of marginal importance since their structures are based upon As-coordinated coordination polyhedra) changes the structure-building principles in a very significant way. Whereas the crystal structures of sulfosalts and oxyarsenates are based upon the slabs or ribbons excised from parent \( \text{PbS} \) and/or \( \text{SnS} \) structure types, the crystal structures of oxysalts have no one or two aristotype structures (if any) but differ essentially in their structural architecture.

The bases of the crystal structures of fantappièite, sacrofanite, and giuseppettite are aluminosilicate frameworks, which belong to the ABC type or the sodalite–cancrinite group [98,99] and are built up from the alternation of sheets formed by six-membered rings of \( \text{SiO}_4 \) and \( \text{AlO}_4 \) tetrahedra arranged in different positions denoted as A, B, and C, in the very same way how A, B, and C layers of ideal spheres are arranged in sphere closest packings. The sequence of layers is 11-, 28-, and 33-fold in giuseppettite, sacrofanite, and fantappièite, respectively, which corresponds to the order of the increasing structural complexity [100]. The alternative way to describe the framework construction is in terms of polyhedral secondary building units or cages [41]. The cages within the frameworks are occupied by \( \text{Na}^+ \), \( \text{K}^+ \) and \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) cations, as well as by \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) and \( \text{SO}_4 \) groups. Thus, sulfate groups do not participate in the structure architecture but play the subordinate role as cage-filling constituents and charge-compensating agents. The driver for the high structural complexity of the three minerals is the complex modular construction of the aluminosilicate frameworks.
Table 5. Ten most structurally complex sulfate minerals and their information-based complexity parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mineral Name</th>
<th>Chemical Formula</th>
<th>Space Group</th>
<th>( v )</th>
<th>( \text{at} I_\text{C} )</th>
<th>( \text{bit/atom} )</th>
<th>( \text{bit/cell} )</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fantappièite</td>
<td>((\text{Na}<em>{32.5}\text{Ca}</em>{33}\text{K}<em>{16.5})<a href="%5Ctext%7BSO%7D_4">\text{Al}<em>{16}\text{Si}</em>{19}\text{O}_{36}</a></em>{32}(\text{H}_2\text{O})_8)]</td>
<td>P3</td>
<td>821</td>
<td>7.245</td>
<td>5948.330</td>
<td></td>
<td>[101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacrofanite</td>
<td>((\text{Na}<em>{10}\text{K}</em>{10}\text{Ca}<em>{12})<a href="%5Ctext%7BSO%7D_4">\text{Si}<em>{16}\text{Al}</em>{16}\text{O}_{50}</a></em>{20}\text{Cl}<em>{2}\text{Fe}</em>{2}\text{H}_2\text{O})]</td>
<td>P62c</td>
<td>834</td>
<td>6.376</td>
<td>5317.353</td>
<td></td>
<td>[102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltaite</td>
<td>((\text{K}<em>{8}\text{Fe}</em>{2}\text{Fe}_{2}\text{Al}(\text{SO}<em>4)</em>{12}-18\text{H}_2\text{O})]</td>
<td>Fd(\bar{3})c</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>4.160</td>
<td>3177.944</td>
<td></td>
<td>[103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putnisite</td>
<td>((\text{SrCa}_{2}\text{Cr}(\text{CO}<em>3)</em>{6}(\text{SO}<em>4)(\text{OH})</em>{20}\text{H}_2\text{O})]</td>
<td>Pnma</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>6.078</td>
<td>2966.200</td>
<td></td>
<td>[104]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giuseppettite</td>
<td>((\text{Na}<em>{2}\text{K}</em>{10}\text{Ca}<em>{2}(\text{Si}</em>{8}\text{Al}<em>{8}\text{O}</em>{20})(\text{SO}<em>4)</em>{12}\text{Cl}_{2}(\text{H}_2\text{O})_8))]</td>
<td>P31c</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>6.333</td>
<td>2723.097</td>
<td></td>
<td>[105]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vonbezingite</td>
<td>((\text{Ca}<em>{6}\text{Cu}</em>{2}\text{Si}(\text{SO}_4)<em>2(\text{OH})</em>{2}\text{H}_2\text{O})]</td>
<td>P2(1)c</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>6.644</td>
<td>2657.542</td>
<td></td>
<td>[106]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natrozippeite</td>
<td>((\text{Na}(\text{UO}<em>2)</em>{6}(\text{SO}<em>4)</em>{6}(\text{OH})_{12}\text{H}_2\text{O})]</td>
<td>P2(1)n</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>6.585</td>
<td>2528.626</td>
<td></td>
<td>[107]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apjohnite</td>
<td>((\text{MnAl}<em>{2}\text{Si}</em>{2}\text{O}<em>{6})</em>{2}\text{H}_2\text{O})]</td>
<td>P2(1)c</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>6.476</td>
<td>2305.361</td>
<td></td>
<td>[108]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sejkoraite-(Y)</td>
<td>((\text{Y}(\text{UO}<em>2)</em>{3}\text{O}<em>{3}(\text{SO}<em>4)</em>{2}(\text{OH})</em>{13}\text{H}_2\text{O})]</td>
<td>P(\bar{1})</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>7.044</td>
<td>1859.720</td>
<td></td>
<td>[109]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramazzoite</td>
<td>((\text{Mg}<em>{6}\text{Cu}</em>{12}(\text{PO}<em>4)(\text{CO}<em>3)</em>{6}(\text{OH})</em>{24})\text{(HSO}_4)(\text{SO}<em>4)</em>{2}\text{H}_2\text{O})]</td>
<td>P(4)(3)m</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>4.620</td>
<td>1848.162</td>
<td></td>
<td>[110]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same subordinate role is adopted by sulfate groups in the crystal structures of putnisite and ramazzoite, which are both based on polyoxometalate units of different sizes and topologies [111]. The crystal structure of putnisite contains a wheel-shaped flat \([\text{Cr}^{5+}(\text{OH})_{10}(\text{CO}_3)_{6}]^{12-}\) anion surrounded by \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) and \(\text{Sr}^{2+}\) cations, \((\text{SO}_4)^{2-}\) groups and \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\) molecules [104]. The topological complexity of the cluster is rather low (141 bit/cluster), and it is remarkable that its symmetry is non-crystallographic and corresponds to the symmetry group \(\text{P}2_{1}\text{m}\). In the crystal structure, the ideal symmetry is decreased to \(\text{P}2_{1/1}\), which results in the increasing complexity of 277 bit/cluster, and the reduced unit cell contains four such clusters. The crystal structure of ramazzoite consists of the \([\text{Mg}_{6}\text{Cu}_{12}(\text{PO}_4)(\text{CO}_3)_{6}(\text{OH})_{24}(\text{HSO}_4)(\text{SO}_4)_{2}\text{H}_2\text{O}\)]^{3+}\) polycation based upon the \([\text{PCu}_{2}\text{O}_{28}]\) \(\alpha\)-Keggin cluster formed by a central \((\text{PO}_4)\) tetrahedron and twelve \(\text{CuO}_6\) octahedra [110]. The cuprophosphate core is surrounded by \(\text{MgO}_6\) octahedra and disordered \(\text{CO}_3\) groups that complete the cluster architecture. The resulting cluster is rather complex (370 bit/cluster). The \((\text{SO}_4)^{2-}\) and \((\text{HSO}_4)^{-}\) groups, together with 56 \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\) molecules per formula unit, provide the linkage of the clusters via a complex system of hydrogen bonding. The high complexity of putnisite and ramazzoite is the result of the combination of three complexity-generating factors: the presence of polyatomic clusters, their packing within the reduced unit cell, and the high hydration state.

Figure 3 illustrates contributions of various factors to the overall structural complexity of ramazzoite (\(\text{RnZ}\)), putnisite (\(\text{PnI}\)), sejkoraite-(Y) (\(\text{Sej-Y}\)), natrozippeite (\(\text{Nzip}\)), voltaite (\(\text{Vbl}\)), apjohnite (\(\text{Apj}\)), and vonbezingite (\(\text{Vbz}\)) using ladder diagrams introduced in [112] (the mineral symbols follow the IMA recommendations [113]). The following factors are recognized: topological complexity or topological information (TI); the information of the basic structural unit in its ideal (maximal) symmetry group; structural complexity or structural information (SI) emerging as a result of a possible symmetry breaking when cluster is enclosed into the real crystal structure; unit stacking (US) is additional information that originates if there is more than one symmetrically independent basic structural unit; information due to interstitial ions and groups (IS = interstitial structural) with the exception of H atoms; information due to the H atoms (HB = hydrogen bonding). For instance, it could be seen that the contribution from H atoms in the crystal structure of ramazzoite is higher than 50% of all information the structure contains.
Sejkoraite-(Y) and natrozippeite are both members of the zippeite group of hydrated uranyl sulfates [107]. Both structures are based upon the same uranyl sulfate layers with a rather simple topology (72 bit/cell), but the presence of interlayer cations and H₂O groups results in symmetry breaking (formation of layer superstructure relative the ideal symmetry), which contributes additional 521 and 593 bit to the structural complexity of the layers, respectively (about 28 and 23% of the total complexity, respectively). The contributions of H atoms are also considerable and constitute 45 and 34% of the total complexity for sejkoraite-(Y) and natrozippeite, respectively.

The crystal structure of voltaite and voltaite-group minerals [103,114–118] (only one representative is given in Table 5, whereas the complexities of all the members of the group are of the same order) is based upon a complex (921 bit/cell) framework of Fe-centered octahedra and SO₄ tetrahedra linked by sharing common O atoms. The contribution of the H atoms exceeds 50%, highlighting the dominating role of the hydration state in the high complexity of the mineral.

Apjohnite is given as a representative of the halotrichite group of minerals [108,119]. Its crystal structure contains two symmetrically independent Al(H₂O)₆ octahedra, one symmetrically independent cluster Mn(H₂O)₅(SO₄), three symmetrically independent SO₄ tetrahedra, and five additional H₂O sites. The structural integrity, through hydrogen bonding only, accounts for ~57% of the total complexity. Thus, the high complexity of apjohnite is the result of the diversity of structural elements and the high hydration state.

Vonbezingite can be considered an enigma among the minerals listed in Table 5 since the contribution of H atoms to its complexity is the smallest (about 29%); meanwhile, it does not contain obvious structural units of high complexity. The crystal structure consists of 12 Ca and 6 Cu sites, as well as 6 independent SO₄ tetrahedra. Dai and Harlow [106] indicated the existence of the substructure with the b-parameter halved and the space group changing from P2₁/c to C2/c, which means that the reduced subcell is four times smaller than that of the real structure, leading to the decreased structural information of ~800 bit/cell. The substructure differs from the real structure by the disorder of sulfate tetrahedra (Dai and Harlow [106] pointed out the possibility that the subcell corresponds to a high-temperature polymorph of vonbezingite). Thus, the high complexity of vonbezingite is the result of structure ordering accompanied by superstructure formation.

The very complex sulfate minerals considered in this section exhibit several complexity-generating mechanisms: (i) complex modular construction (fantappièite, sacrofanite,
and giuseppettite), but with a subordinate role of sulfate groups; (ii) the presence of polyatomic clusters with complex packing within a unit cell (ramazzoitite, putnisite), but, again, with a subordinate role of sulfate groups; (iii) superstructure formation (sejkorait-(Y), natrozippeite, vonbezingite); (iv) framework complexity (voltaite and voltaite-group minerals) (probably relates to (i), but needs a detailed topological analysis); (v) diversity of structural units (apjohnite and halotrichite-group minerals); and (vi) high hydration state (all minerals). The hydration state is invariably very important for the minerals listed in Table 5, never lower than 29% and reaching up to 57% (in apjohnite), reflecting near-surface crystallization from aqueous solutions under relatively low-temperature and low-pressure conditions.

3.4. Evolution of the Chemical and Structural Complexity of S Minerals

The evolution of chemical and structural complexities through geological time can be investigated using the lists of mineral species existing at different evolutionary eons provided in [120,121]. The results are given in Table 6 and are illustrated in Figure 4. Both the chemical and structural complexity of S minerals increased in geological time in terms of both atomic and total information amounts. The starting point of mineral evolution is that of the “presolar ur-minerals”, the earliest mineral phases to appear in the presolar nebulae (I). Chondritic meteorites incorporate about 10 primary sulfides and 1 sulfate (II). For the Hadean Eon, 77 sulfides and 20 sulfates were estimated by Hazen [121] (III), whereas post-Hadean processes were responsible for the appearance of 510 sulfides and 531 sulfates known today (IV).

Figure 4. Evolution of atomic (a) and total (b) structural information versus four eons of mineral evolution (I–IV). See text for details.
The formation of most structurally complex S minerals agrees well with their formation in relatively late geological times. For instance, the sartorite-group minerals, from which incosartorite is the most complex sulfur mineral known so far, are typical for the Lengenbach deposit, Binn Valley, and Swiss Alps. Hofmann and Knill [122] pointed out that the formation of the unique Lengenbach sulfosalts mineralogy is due to an isochemical Alpine metamorphism. The isotopic composition of sulfur (namely, the enrichment in light isotopes) indicates that the primary stratiform sulfide deposit was formed near or at the bottom of the sea due to the activity of sulfate-reducing bacteria. According to Hofmann and Knill [122], during Alpine metamorphism, the primary sulfide ore minerals recrystallized and released Tl, As, and Sb to form a Pb-As-Tl-Sb-rich sulfide melt, which underwent crystallization under slow cooling conditions to result in the formation of a unique assemblage of sulfides and sulfosalts. The metamorphic facies correspond to greenschist or low amphibolite grade conditions (~500 °C). Thus, the formation of most complex S minerals is related to relatively recent (<60 Ma) geological processes and was originally involved with bacterial activity, i.e., with life as a phenomenon of nature.

The origin of most structurally complex sulfate minerals, fantappièite and sacrofanite (as well as giuseppettite), is connected with the Sabatini volcanic complex that was active between 0.5 and 0.09 Ma ago [123]. The formation of other sulfates listed in Table 5 is related to oxidation zones of sulfide or uraninite mineral deposits, including mineral crystallization in abandoned mines and/or from surface and groundwater. For instance, halotrichite-group minerals currently form in the geothermal fields of modern volcanos such as the Koshelevsky and Centralny Semyachik volcanos (Kamchatka peninsula, Russia) [119]. Gendrin et al. [4] pointed out the spectroscopic evidence of the occurrence of halotrichite-group minerals on the surface of Mars. Taking into account the scarcity of knowledge about Mars mineralogy, halotrichite is presently the most complex mineral known to be present on Mars.

### 4. Conclusions

The features of chemical and structural complexities of sulfur minerals follow the general trend observed for all minerals [65] and selenium [50] and tellurium [51] minerals: (a) there is a positive and statistically significant correlation between information-based chemical and structural complexity parameters, on one hand, and the number of species-defining chemical elements (N), on the other; (b) chemical and structural complexity correlate, so that, on average, the increase of chemical information results in the increase of structural information; (c) both chemical and structural complexity parameters increase with the passage of geological time. Similarly to selenium and tellurium minerals, there

---

**Table 6. Chemical and structural complexities of sulfur minerals for the four stages of mineral evolution (I–IV).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>( m )</th>
<th>( \text{chem}_{IC} ) [bit/atom]</th>
<th>( \text{chem}<em>{IC</em>{\text{total}}} ) [bit/f.u.]</th>
<th>( m )</th>
<th>( \text{str}_{IC} ) [bit/atom]</th>
<th>( \text{str}<em>{IC</em>{\text{total}}} ) [bit/cell]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \bar{X} )</td>
<td>( \sigma_X )</td>
<td>( \bar{X} )</td>
<td>( \sigma_X )</td>
<td>( \bar{X} )</td>
<td>( \sigma_X )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfides and sulfosalts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>17.27</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>38.68</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfates and sulfites</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.51</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>36.73</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>47.46</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( m \) = number of minerals taken into account; \( \bar{X} \) = arithmetic mean; \( \sigma_X \) = standard error of arithmetic mean.
are two groups of sulfur minerals: those containing S in reduced forms (mostly S\(^2^-\)) and those containing S\(^6^-\) and S\(^4^-\) ions. The first group is, on average, more chemically and structurally simpler than the second group. However, the most structurally complex sulfur mineral is incomsartorite, which is a sulfosalts. The complexity-generating mechanisms in the two groups of S minerals are different as well. In sulfides and especially in sulfosalts, the leading mechanisms are the formation of complex modular architectures (involving different modules arranged in a complex fashion), which are further complexified through chemical substitutions to form superstructures of high complexity. The drivers for structural complexity in sulfates are much more diverse and, along with those present in sulfosalts, also include the formation of polyatomic clusters and high hydration states that, in some cases, causes the doubling of structural information.

It has recently been shown [124,125] that simpler minerals are usually older and have high thermodynamic stability (in particular, higher melting temperatures) compared to the more complex minerals. It seems that the same is also true for the mineral abundances: rock-forming sulfides (e.g., galena, pyrite, sphalerite, etc.) and sulfates (e.g., baryte, anhydrite, gypsum) are usually very simple (0–20 bit/cell) or simple (20–100 bit/cell), whereas complex and very complex species are usually rare.
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